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Introduction
In the modern world, digital signatures (DSAs) have become a crucial element in any cryptographic system. Their usage is not limited only by enterprise or banking systems. The application
happens to be huger than thought. The «MUST HAVE» feature of every modern CRM or ERP system. The most widely used systems are based on the asymmetric pair cryptography.
With the development of quantum computing a new problem appears for existing signatures.
Some are based on the asymmetric transformation, mostly in GF or EC. Thus, quantum algorithms
can solve Discrete logarithm tasks or factorization in seemingly short time and memory which
makes existing schemes vulnerable. To gain enough strength either a key size must be increased, or
a signature run timing, that would result to insufficiency of the signatures.
Since late 70’s other schemes were developed. One of them is hash-based signatures. But the
machine capabilities did not allow to use them rather than RSA or DSAs.
Modern hardware lacks such problems, as well as new algorithms were developed. The signature schemes can be divided into OTS (Lamport, Winternitz, etc.) and FTS (Merkle trees, etc.).
Since the large scaling of systems, the later are more preferred. The main goal of this paper is
to analyze the security of Merkle Tree Signature Schemes and the national standard application to it.
The Kupyna hash function
Ukraine had used the GOST 34.311-95 [1] has function before it was replaced in 2015 by
DSTU 7564:2014 [2]. According to authors, the new hash function is based on common, wellknown and reliable constructs. [3].
The construction concept features the Even-Mansour scheme with Davies-Mayer compress
function and inner permutation block from Kalyna (DSTU 7664:2014) [2].
The hash function supports several modes, defined as Kupyna-n and the set of

n 8s | s = 1,2,..64 .

(1)

The recommended modes are Kupyna-256, 384, 512.
The hash function pads the input message into m1, …, mn parts of l bits (512, 1024). The computation consists of the compression function, which iteratively updates the previous block-hash,
and the reduction function to form the output.
h0 = IV

hi = f  hi 1 ,mi  ,i = 1,..t

(2)

h = Ω  ht 

The compression function is the part which can be attacked. The standard [dstu] defines it as

f  hi 1 ,mi  = T xor  hi 1xormi  xorT +  mi  xorhi 1

(3)

The reduction function takes the n most significant bits from the sum by modulo 2 of the permuted last block hashes with non-processed one.
Ω  ht  = truncn T xor  ht  xorht 

(4)

The latest step may be attacked by the collision search of a pair:
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h = Ω  h't 

(5)

h = Ω  ht 

Where both n-most significant bits of the value are the same despite the hash values being different.
It the current section we focus on the permutation steps security analysis. The construction of
both T-permutations is similar with Grostl hash.
In the «Analysis of the Kupyna-256 Hash Function» [4] paper authors performed cryptanalysis
on the Kupyna-256 permutation function.
They describe collision attacks on the round-reduced hash up to 5 rounds and collisions to the
compression function up to 7 rounds.
The compression function attack included semi-free-start collisions and based on the rebound
attack on Grøstl using SuperBox matching. [5,6]
Considering T+ permutation has round constant adding with modulo 264, the paper provides
modified attack rather than on Grostl.
The attack presumes finding the pairs of input value for T + and Txor.
The results of rebound attacks are listed in table 1.
Table 1
Overview of collision attack on the compression function
rounds

Time complexity

Memory complexity

6

270

270

7

2125

270

The collision attacks were performed on the Kupyna-256.
The attack on the reduced hash is a straight-forward rebound attack on the reduced Grostl-256.
The idea of attack is representation of the hash function with permutations without the leftmultiplication with 8X8 MDS matrix over GF 28 (so-called MixBytes step) and defining the
MixBytes-1 inverse transformation. The hash function now has the following look (6).

hˆ0 = MB 1  IV 

  



hˆi = Tˆ xor MB hˆi 1 xormi xor Tˆ +  mi  xor hˆi 1 ,
(6)

i = 1,..,t

  

h = Ω MB hˆt

The results for collision attacks on the reduced Kupina-256 listed in table 2.
Table 2
Overview of collision attack on the reduced hash function

28

rounds

Time complexity

Memory complexity

4

267

259

5

2120

259
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Merkle Signature Scheme
One of the most notable cons of OTS (one-time signatures) is the key management. The cryptsystem must guarantee the identity of the used key and its consistency. Few public keys are to be
used and their length should be rather short. To make such schemes feasible, an efficient key management system must be used to reduce the number of keys and their size.
Ralph Merkle introduced in his research paper a new signature scheme for signing many messages with one key. [7] The following scheme is based on the tree structure where all steps of signature process can be observed as a tree traverse. In fig. 1 a such tree is listed.

Figure 1. Merkle tree scheme
The big advantage of Merkle Signature Scheme is the fact that many messages are signed with
a short number of keys. But the cost of such efficiency is inadequate. To generate a public key pub,
2n OTS must be generated. If tree contains 2 n+1 -1 nodes, the same number of hash function applying
must be performed to get a public key. It’s obvious that the size of the tree is limited with available
memory and runtime complexity.
The signature generation requires auth nodes to be computed. To reduce of such inter-state
nodes, some cache techniques must be applied. This increases the storage requirements.
Nevertheless, the verification time is quite fast comparing to the other steps.
The last researches were headed to build an algorithm to reduce the storage size and compute
in efficient time. This strategy was called Merkel Tree traversal.
The signature of the Merkle Signature Scheme consists of the ots sig′ and n nodes auth0, ...,
authn−1. If a 256-bit hash function is used, the signature size would be |sig|=|sig′|+n∗256 bits.
To efficiently compute a node in tree a tree-hash algorithm is required. The main idea of it is
calculating the needed sub-tree from left to right only saving the needed nodes.
The classic traversal computes at O(2(H-1)) complexity and O(H*(H+1)) memory. But in [8] a
logarithm time and space algorithm was introduced by M.Szydlo. The main idea is reducing the active tree-hash instances. The presented algorithm stores 3log(N) and computed in 2log(N), where N
– number of available signatures.
The further development brought the idea of storing such trees and computing them in hypertrees – trees with sub-tree nodes of the same height. This approach is a fractal presentation of traversal.
A good value for h, in which the space requirements are minimal, would be h = logH = loglogN. Using this parameter would result in a time and space bound of sigtime= 2logN/loglogN and
sigspace= 5/2log2N/loglogN.
In [9] improvements were proposed: using PRNG with seeds for private keys generation. This
idea supposes storing only seeds, relatively smaller to the private keys themselves.
The other idea is using many Merkle trees rather than a big one. The [9] lists the results of such
approach to sign a message on Pentium dual core 1.8GHz. The following result is shown in table 3
below.
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Table 3
Timing and memory results
signatures

Memupd

memout

memsign

tkgen

tsign

tverify

240

3160 bytes

1640,
bytes

1860 bytes

723 m

26.1 ms

19.6 ms

240

3200 bytes

1680,
bytes

2340 bytes

390 m

10.7 ms

10.6 ms

280

7320 bytes

4320
bytes

3620 bytes

1063 m

26.0 ms

18.1 ms

280

7500 bytes

4500
bytes

4240 bytes

592 m

10.1 ms

10.1 ms

Merkle signature scheme cryptanalysis
The given section describes the security of the Merkle Signature Scheme. If an attacker has
message m and sig and wants to counterfeit a signature of the m`, he has two cases.
The first presumes that attacker finds a valid sig’a with a public key Yi` and H(Yi`) = H(Yi) =
A0. The attacker can achieve this by finding a valid OTS of the message m` with equal public keys,
i.e Yi` = Yi. When found, this would mean that OTS is broken. Therefore, breaking OTS means the
Merkle Signature Scheme also breaks. If this cannot be achieved, then the attack of a second
preimage can be performed, i.e. finding sig’a H(Yi`) = H(Yi), Yi` ≠ Yi.
Thus, the Merkle Signature Scheme is secure if the hash function in OTS is second preimage
resistant. As mentioned in section 1, the Kupyna hash has such characteristics. The possible attack
may occur only in case of a weak public key.
The other option is generation a valid sig’a with a public key Yi` and A`i = H(Yi`) ≠ H(Yi) = A0.
In this case an auth path must be changed A′n=An=pub with A′i=H(a′i−1||auth′i−1) i=1, ..., n to
make a valid signature. If the attacker finds a single auth′i so that H(A′i||auth′i) = Ai+1=Ai+1, then a
valid auth. path is found.
Hence to counterfeit an attack auth′i must be found, so that H(A′i||auth′i) = H(Ai||authi). If the
hash function in OTS is not second image resistant, then the attack is possible.
So, the Merkle Tree is secure when OTS is secure and the hash function is second image resistant.
The cryptographic hash function is secure when is second preimage and collision resistant. But
the Merkle Tree Scheme does not require it to be collision resistant. Thus, we can reduce the bit
level of security of second preimage resistant hash function in this scheme. Thus, more lightweight
hash functions can be used.
Conslusions
The modern national standard defines the modes of Kupyna-n hash function. Kupyna-256, 384,
512 modes have second preimage attack resistance and collisions resistance. Due to having the
structure like Grøstl, the round attack to reduced hash can be performed. The listed above modes are
strong after the 7 rounds.
The Merkle trees were known since 80s, but improvements were published past few years.
Thus, making Merkle Signature Schemes an alternative to conventional existing schemes. The
message can be signed with reasonable time and one public key can be used for 2 80 signatures.
These schemes may utilize hash functions lighter than the existing standards with lesser bitsecurity level.
Since Kupyna-n has varying security levels, the lesser level function can be used in OTS in
Merkle Signature Schemes due to the property of Merkle trees to be collision resistant.
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